Farmhouse Deli
With reference to the Street Trading Application (19/02134/STA) submitted by Mr Nigel Jones, to
site a coffee bike, near to the new John Lewis store, I wish to object on the following grounds:
1. Unfair Competition. As an established trader, with significant Business Rates overheads, it is unfair
that another trader, can be allowed to set up a temporary stall, with substantially less cost, in a
prime position.
2. Such a stall will undoubtedly affect our sales, as a large proportion of our Sales is focused around
the sale of Coffee and snacks and to have a temporary stall purveying the same products, will
significantly impact our business
3. There are 16 businesses in close proximity to the proposed location offering coffee and snacks at
present, there is neither a requirement nor need for more in this area.
4. As a recognised Trader with long term committment to the town, it is important that my business
is supported in return for the payment of Business Rates and the ancillary business brought to the
area, which only long term profitability can provide
I trust the above objection will be given full consideration and that it will be upheld and I await
hearing the outcome in due course.

ZI Coffee & Bake Shop
We wish to object to the Street Trading Application (19/02134/STA) submitted by Mr. Nigel Jones, to
site a coffee bike near the new John Lewis store. As a small business having to pay significant rent
and other business taxes we think it is unfair to let a temporary stall with substantially less costs be
stationed in a prime location. With 16 businesses trading in coffee and snacks in the area the
competition is already great as it is, there is no need for another trader selling the same items,
especially if it's temporarily - affecting our sales but not committing to the long term contribution to
the town. Further more, our coffee shop is tucked away in a small alleyway, we are investing great
deal of funds and time to attract costumers from the High Street, having a coffee bike, having any
food stall in the proposed location would cost us significant amount of our trade.
We hope the above objection will be given full consideration and we would like to hear the outcome
in due course.

Revival Cafe Bar & Grill
I intend to display my objections towards the placement of a coffee stand near the John Lewis store,
due to being a business owner of a cafe myself, I see this stall to have a significant impact on our
sales, as there are already many coffee shops presents around the location, I do not believe the need
for this stall to be necessary.

Due to my long term business commitments to this town, I hope that my objections will be
considered.

